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Brief and objectives: 

Vindis Group Ltd is a family-owned motor business that boasts a network of Audi, Bentley, 

Ducati, SEAT, ŠKODA, Volkswagen and Volkswagen Commercial Vehicle retailers, 

spanning East Anglia.  

Vindis is committed to delivering customer service that is truly experiential. It is not their 

intention to be the biggest motor group in the UK, but to be the most recognised for its 

commitment to exceeding customer expectations. 

With returning customers purchasing a new car on average every three to four years, and 

increased competition from online retailers and comparison websites, Vindis appointed 

Mobas to execute a social media campaign to raise and maintain brand awareness with 

potential customers and to clearly communicate Vindis' points of difference. 

The campaign objectives were to increase all social media metrics across its corporate 

channels by 20% from the first six months of 2017.  

Facebook: 

 Achieve 1.4 million Facebook impressions 

 Total Facebook engagements of 10,000 (engagements = likes, comments, shares 

and video views)  

Twitter: 

 Achieve 201,000 Twitter impressions  

 Total Twitter engagements 4,000 (engagements = likes, retweets, replies and video 

views)  

Instagram: 

 Achieve 11,500 Instagram impressions  

 



General: 

 Minimum of 80% reach to target audience of 18 – 65 year olds within the counties 

Vindis' operates in 

 Website achieving 2,650 visits directly from social media 

 

Rationale behind campaign, including research and planning: 

Mobas identified that social media was a natural marketing tactic to deploy to ensure that the 

company's values of progressive leadership, cherishing customers and valuing employees 

are clearly communicated to differentiate Vindis from its competition and ensure the brand is 

front of mind within its target audiences.   

Vindis has huge potential to fully capitalise on its great reputation and the quality of service 

customers receive when choosing to purchase a car from Vindis over its competitors.  

We conducted a comprehensive social media audit of Vindis' profiles and other automotive 

brands. Competitors were all posting the similar manufacturer content and were constantly 

broadcasting bland content on their social media channels rather than creating meaningful 

content for their audiences.  

This research informed our strategy to stand out from the crowd. This strategy was titled 

Driven to Excite.  

This campaign was designed to move away from the traditional sales posts competitors use 

and replace it with a comprehensive content plan which focused on four key areas: new 

products; happy customers; Vindis people and lifestyle content. 

 

Strategy and tactics, including creativity and innovation: 

The Driven to Excite theme is punchy and succinct while conveying multiple meanings: 

Vindis staff are driven and its goal is to excite their customers. From a driver’s point of view, 

regardless of the manufacturer, Vindis’ trustworthy team puts the excitement back into 

buying a car.  

We then undertook two key tasks: 

1. We developed a comprehensive social media schedule of content. This content was 

developed to put the excitement back into driving and the car buying purchase, 

communicate the Vindis difference and raise brand awareness.  

Tactics included:  

 Behind the scenes videos  

 Beautiful artwork and imagery  

 Meet the team videos  



 Informative / guide features to aid potential customers  

 New model and stock announcements  

 Tips for maintenance and servicing  

 Finance insights  

 Competitions 

 Corporate news and insights 

2. In addition, we worked with Vindis using its pen portraits to build advertising  audiences 

to mirror those to ensure that our paid of activity would reach the right audience. 

 

Implementation of tactics: 

Mobas prepared a comprehensive monthly content plan for each social media platform, 

which was supported by additional reactive and newsworthy content, such as union jack 

coloured cars in the Bentley garage to reflect the royal wedding.  

Wherever possible, activity was delivered to encourage visits to the Vindis website to find 

more information and discover the range of cars they sell. 

 

Measurement and evaluation:  

Measurement and evaluation of our campaign was conducted and refined every month to 

ensure that it was delivering on the objectives and that we were able to evolve the content 

based on what was successful in previous months.  

Over the course of the first six months of our campaign, we achieved the following results:  

Our proposed KPI for social media for Q3 and Q4 for 2017 was a 20% increase across all 

metrics compared to Q1 and Q2. 

Facebook: 

 Achieve 1.4 million Facebook impressions – Result 2,427,721 

 Total Facebook engagement of 10,000 by the end of 2017(engagement = likes, 

comments, shares, tags and views) – Result 113,395 

Twitter: 

 Achieve 201,000 Twitter impressions – Result 275,840 

 Total Twitter engagements 4,000 by the end of 2017(engagements = likes, retweets, 

replies, views and tags) – Result 8,979 

 



Instagram: 

 Achieve 11,500 Instagram impressions – Result 28,607 

General: 

 Minimum of 80% reach to target audience of 18 – 65 year olds - Result 85% 

 Website achieving 2,650 visits directly from social media - Result 3,710 

 
 

Budget and cost effectiveness: 

Social media isn't a free platform any more so from the outset we proposed a clear plan of 

how we could use paid for boosting and targeting to support the campaign. We set a budget 

of £500 per month to achieve this and charged a monthly social media retainer of £2,500 

pcm.  

The total cost of the campaign for six months from June 2017-December 2018 was £15,000 

in agency fees and £3,000 in targeting.  

Based on the results, the client was extremely pleased with the cost effectiveness of the 

campaign as it was able to supplement their wider marketing campaign and maintain brand 

awareness with the target audience even when they weren't at the point of purchase. The 

campaign was deemed so successful that Mobas has been retained to deliver on-going 

support in 2018.  

Paul Woodhouse, Head of Marketing for Vindis said:  

"Vindis Group’s social media was in a position of flux when we were introduced to Mobas. 

We had previously used agencies to support us but this proved unsuccessful for many 

reasons and so we brought it in-house for a few years. We saw some growth but recognised 

a need to bring in a skill set specialising in social media marketing that we did not have to 

help us elevate to the next level. The difference I’ve seen in working with Mobas has been 

developing a relationship based on a clearly defined strategy, ambitious goals and shared 

values between the agency and my department. The team at Mobas helped us to better 

understand our audience through targeting and profiling and give us the confidence that our 

strategy to be more customer-centric rather than sales-led was the right decision. I am 

delighted that not only did we see rapid achievement of our initial targets, but we 

outperformed our renewed goals too, and we are continuing to measure and review these to 

achieve continuous improvement." 

 


